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Abstract 
In this note we look at the relationship between the cycle structure of an automorphism in its 
actions on the points and blocks of an incidence structure, generalising a result of Brauer for 
symmetric structures. 
1. Introduction 
Let 5f =(~, ,~, J )  be an incidence structure, where ~ and ~ are two non-empty 
disjoint sets with I~l ~> I ~l- The elements of ~,  M and J c_ ~ x M are called the points, 
blocks andflags of 5 a, respectively. The point p is said to be incident with the block b if 
(p, b )e J .  We define v to be the number of points and call the structure ba symmetric if
it has an equal number of points and blocks. Having ordered the two sets in some 
arbitrary, but fixed, way, we define the incidence matrix to be S=(su), a (0, 1)-matrix 
with Su= 1 if and only if the point Pi is incident with the block bj. The rank of 
a structure 5e is equal to the linear rank of S over the rationals and we call a structure 
of maximal rank if its rank is equal to the number of points. Examples of maximal rank 
structures are designs, linear spaces and more generally (2,2)-quasi-designs [4 l, 
non-bipartite graphs [6] and subspace incidence in classical groups [5]. 
An automorphism g of 5 e is a pair of permutations, acting on the points and blocks, 
that preserve incidence. In this note we look at the relationship between the cycle 
structure of an automorphism in these two actions. Our aim is to generalise a result by 
Brauer [3] for symmetric structures. 
Lemma 1 (Brauer [3]). Let 5 e be a maximal rank symmetric structure with an 
automorphism g. Then the permutations induced by g on ~ and ~ are similar. 
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If 9 is a given automorphism, let C~ be the set of cycles and q~,(n) be the number of 
cycles of length n, of q in its action on the points. Similarly, let Ca and qa(n) be defined 
for the action of g on the blocks. We denote by Ilcll the length of a cycle ceC~ or 
c e Ca. Also if n ~ [~, let 9 ,  denote the poset of divisors of n, and K, be the largest size of 
an antichain of 9 , .  We note that K, can readily be calculated by a theorem of de 
Bruijn, Tengbergen and Kruyswijk (see for instance [1, Ch. 3]). 
Theorem 2. Let 5 ~ be a maximal rank structure with an automorphism 9. Then there 
exists a mapping T : c~, ~ c~a with the followin9 properties: 
(1) I[c[I divides FI q'(c)ll for all c~C~; 
(2) IT-X(c)[<~Klicllfor all c6Cga; 
(3) if c6Cga then all cycles in T- l (c)  have different lenyths. 
In particular,/fJ ~i = I~'1, then we can choose T to be a bijection with rl c II = II 7.,(c)[I for 
all csC~. 
If b a is an affine plane we have that qe,(n)<~qa(n) for all n> 1, because J can be 
obtained from a projective plane by deleting the line at infinity and all the points 
incident with it. So in this case we can choose the mapping T to be an injection with 
rJ c [[ = [J T(c)rl for all c E cg~ with JI c IP :~ 1. Cycle structures of automorphisms of designs, 
and in particular 2-(v, k, 1) designs, are discussed in [8, 7]. 
An earlier generalisation of Brauer's permutation lemma 1-3] by Block [2] states as 
follows. 
Theorem 3 (Block I-2]). Let 5 a be an incidence structure with rank p<~v, with an 
automorphism g. If  n is any positive integer such that q~(m)>>-rla(m ) for all proper 
multiples m of n, then 
rl~(n) < rla(n) + (v -  p) / ~o(n). 
(~p is the Euler function.) 
This is generalised as follows. 
Theorem 4. Let  5 ~ be an incidence structure with rank p <~ v. Then for any automorphism 
g and any cycle length n, 
rle~(m ) <~ ~ rl~(m ) + (v-- p)/q~(n). 
nira nlm 
2. The proofs 
The spectrum of a matrix M, Spec(M), is defined to be the multiset of eigenvalues of
M over the field of complex numbers. Any permutation matrix M can be decomposed 
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as M=M1 @ M 2 l~ ... 0 Mr, where each Mi corresponds to a single cycle of M, of 
length m~. The eigenvalues of M~ over the complex numbers, are the m~ distinct 
m~th-roots of unity. So the eigenvalues in Spec(M) are all roots of unity. 
If Y" and ~/ are two multisets, then 1~[ denotes the number of elements of ,~, 
counted with multiplicities. The multiset denoted by Y 'c~ contains an element a with 
multiplicity min(x,,y~), where x~ and y~ are the multiplicities of a in Y" and J,~, 
respectively. 
We denote by ge and g~ the permutation representations of an automorphism ,q in 
its actions on the points and blocks of the structure ,~. 
Lemma 5. Let 5 ~ be an incidence structure of rank p <~ v with an automorphism g. Then 
I Spec (ge) c~ Spec (g~) I~> P. 
Proof. As g is an automorphism of ,~ we have the intertwining relation geS = Sg:¢ 
which is equivalent to g~sT= STge. Let 2 be any eigenvalue in Spec(ge) and let E~ and 
E~ be 2-eigenspaces of ge and ge, respectively. Then for all x in E~, 
g~STx=STgex=2STx, 
which shows that ST(E~)~_ E*. Therefore, as the dimension of ker(SV)= v--p we have 
that 
Therefore, at least p of the eigenvalues in Spec(ge) are also in Spec(g~). [Z 
Proof of Theorem 2. We apply Philip Hall's marriage theorem (see for instance 
[1, Ch. 2]). By Dilworth's theorem [1, Ch. 3] we can partition @, into K, disjoint 
chains, Y,,1,7.,2 ..... 7,,K, say. Then using the notation introduced before the state- 
ment of Theorem 2 with g as our automorphism of 5 p, let 
H)={(c',j): c' eH~, 1 <,j<~Kic, ll } . 
Denote by n the projection map from ~g) to H~. Let 
r= {(c,(c',j)): Ilcll divides IIc']], Llcll ~lc, ,,j} ~He x H~. 
We claim that F contains the graph of an injective function with domain We. 
Let He(n)= Z.I,. t/e(m) and He(n)=~.lm r/~(rn), then He(n ) and Ha(n) are the multi- 
plicities of the eigenvalue xp(2ni/n) in Spec(ge) and Spec(g~), respectively. By 
Lemma 5, Spec(ge)__qSpec(g~), as ~ is of maximal rank. Hence He(n)<~H~(n) for 
all n. We shall use this inequality to show that F satisfies the conditions of Hall's 
theorem. 
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Let A~ be a subset of cg~, and let T be the set of cycle lengths of elements of A~. Let 
ta, t2 ..... t, be the minimal elements of T under divisibility. Now 
neT i=1  /=1 n 
where s, is the number of t i which divide n. 
Choose cycles c~ of % with I[ c~ [I = t~. Consider a cycle c' of cg a of length n. There are 
s. numbers t~ dividing n. These numbers form an antichain in @,, hence they all lie in 
different chains 7n,j. It follows that there are at least s, distinct j with (c',j)¢F(A~,). 
Hence ,  
n 
and by Hall's theorem, there exists an injection ~, '~ .  ~ ~b with (c, ~,(c))¢ F for all 
c~.  
Let T=no~, .  If (c',j)=~(c) then IIclF divides IIc'll and c'=T(c) and so (1) in 
Theorem 2 holds. Now as ~ is injective if c'e ~a then IT -  1 (c')[ ~[n -  1(c')[ = K ~l c', and 
(2) holds. Also, if cl and c2 are distinct elements of ~'-~(c'), then 
~(cl)=(c',jl)#(c',j2)=~(c2) so j l  #J2. Hence, IIc111 # Iic211 as these numbers lie in 
distinct chains ?llc'll,k, and (3) holds. 
If I~l = I~1, then H~(n)= Ha(n) for all n, as Spec(g~)= Spec(ga) by Lemma 5. If for 
some n, tl.(m)= q~(m) for all m > n, then as H~,(n)= Ha(n), if follows that t/~(n)= t/a(n). 
But tl,(n)=qa(n)=O for all sufficiently large n and so by 'descending induction', 
tl~(n) = tla(n) for all n. In this way we can choose T to be a bijection mapping point 
cycles of length n to block cycles of lengths n. [] 
Proof of Theorem 4. Each n-cycle of g~, will contribute ~p(n) primitive nth-roots of 
unity to Spec(g~). So the total number of primitive nth-roots contributed by cycles of 
length n is rl~(n)~p(n). Cycles of length m, some proper multiple of n, will contribute 
q~(m)qg(n) primitive nth-roots. Therefore the total number of these primitive nth-roots 
in Spec(g~) is 
nlm 
Since ISpec(g~)c~ Spec(ga) l ~> p, by Lemma 5, at most v -p  of these primitive nth-roots 
are not contained in Spec(ga). Therefore, the number of these roots in Spec(ga) is at 
least 
y~ ~(m) ,p  (n) - (~ - p) .  
him 
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This implies that 
q~(m)<~ ~ q~(m)+(v--p)/~p(n) 
nlm him 
for all cycle lengths n. [] 
191 
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